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The combination of a nonlinear time series analysis technique, Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) based on Recurrence
Plots (RPs), and traditional statistical analysis for neuronal electrophysiology is proposed in this paper as an innovative
paradigm for studying the variation of spontaneous electrophysiological activity of in vitro Neuronal Networks (NNs) coupled
to Multielectrode Array (MEA) chips. Recurrence, determinism, entropy, distance of activity patterns, and correlation in
correspondence to spike and burst parameters (e.g., mean spiking rate, mean bursting rate, burst duration, spike in burst, etc.)
have been computed to characterize and assess the daily changes of the neuronal electrophysiology during neuronal network
development and maturation. The results show the similarities/diﬀerences between several channels and time periods as well as
the evolution of the spontaneous activity in the MEA chip. RPs could be used for graphically exploring possible neuronal dynamic
breaking/changing points, whereas RQA parameters are suited for locating them. The combination of RQA with traditional
approaches improves the identification, description, and prediction of electrophysiological changes and it will be used to allow
intercomparison between results obtained from diﬀerent MEA chips. Results suggest the proposed processing paradigm as a
valuable tool to analyze neuronal activity for screening purposes (e.g., toxicology, neurodevelopmental toxicology).

1. Introduction
In vitro neuronal networks are a simplified and accessible
model of the central nervous system (CNS). Moreover,
they exhibit morphological and physiological properties [1]
and activity-dependent path-specific synaptic modification
similar to the in vivo tissue [2, 3]. In vitro Neuronal
Networks (NNs) of cortical cells grown on multielectrode
array (MEA) chips have been shown to be a valuable
tool to study fundamental properties of network activity
patterns [4–8], plasticity [2, 9], learning in vitro [10–12],
and pharmacological screening [13–18]. While growing, the
networks of cortical cells manifest diﬀerent spontaneous
electrophysiological dynamics [7, 19, 20] and therefore
analysis and characterisation of the network dynamics can

provide important information for understanding network
behaviour and optimising experimental design.
The spike trains can be accurately extracted from MEA
recordings, for example, [21, 22], and thus neuronal activity
is translated into time series of discrete events. The ensembles of spike trains simultaneously recorded from many
channels represent multidimensional nonstationary pointprocess time series which makes the data analysis highly
challenging [23]. Identification, description, and prediction
of the changes of such dynamic during the neuronal network
development are even more complex and challenging.
A promising tool for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of nonstationary signals is Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) [24] which was developed to quantify
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the parameters of Recurrence Plots (RPs) [25]. An RP is
a two-dimensional graph which reveals all the moments
at which the state space of the dynamical system recurs,
that is, visits the same region in state space (recurrence of
states). The recurrence of states, meaning that states are
arbitrary close after some time, is a fundamental property of
deterministic dynamical systems and is typical for nonlinear
or chaotic systems. The RQA is a method for assessing the
dynamics of noisy, short, and nonstationary signals typical
of a dynamical system (e.g., neuronal electrophysiology).
RPs of neuronal spike trains were analyzed by Kalużny and
Tarnecki [26] where they showed changes in the structure of
the interspike interval sequences recorded from cerebellum
and red nucleus of anesthetized cats. The application of
RP was also proposed by Novák and Schmidt [27] for
the analysis of the time series generated by their model
of neuronal stochastic activity. More recently, Marwan and
Meinke [28] used RQA to detect transitions in eventrelated brain potentials and Bergner et al. [29] to analyze
synchronization in neuronal networks.
In this work, we used a combination of well-known
electrophysiological parameters (e.g., mean firing rate, mean
bursting rate, etc.) and RQA parameters (e.g., percentage
of recurrence, of determinism, laminarity, etc.) for identifying and characterizing the key events that underlie the
electrophysiological dynamics as it changes daily during the
neuronal network growth.
The analysis showed the similarities and diﬀerences of the
neuronal dynamic in the space (recording channels) and time
(diﬀerent days). Our results suggest that the combination
of RQA with traditional approaches improves the identification, description, and prediction of electrophysiological
changes in neuronal networks coupled to MEA chips.
The application of the presented methodology could be
used to perform intercomparison between results obtained
from diﬀerent MEA chips, when the characterization and
quantification of electrophysiological endpoints are needed
for further assessment (e.g., toxicology).
Finally, our result suggests that the spontaneous activity
of in vitro network of neurons is less noisy than it was
expected, and the identified deterministic and laminar
behaviours represent a main advantage for developing
more robust and accurate in silico model of neuronal
network.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Neuronal Network. The experiments were preformed
with Cryo preserved neurons from mouse cortex (Clonetics
C57 black, E14-E16) (Lonza, M-CX-300). Cryo preserved
cells are very delicate: we used cryovials containing 4 million
cells and we recorded a viability ranging from 15% to 25%
(Trypan Blue assessment). The culture medium is PNBM, LGlutamine, Gentamycine, AmphotericinB, and NSF-1 (cryo
cell bullet kit, Lonza CC-4461). The final cell density was
about 35.000 cells per chip. The chips were then incubated at
37◦ C in 5% CO2 , 20% O2 . Starting at 3 DIV (Day In Vitro),
half of the culture medium was exchanged twice a week
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under the laminar hood. The study of the electrophysiology
started after the second day of in vitro incubation.
2.2. Chip Preparation. Standard 60-electrode MEA chips
(with 30 μm diameter electrodes, 200 μm interelectrode spacing with an integrated reference electrode) were employed.
Prior to plating cells, the MEA chip was sterilized (2 hours
in oven at 122◦ C). The sterilized chip was coated with 10%
New Born Calf Serum (NBCS, Invitrogen/Gibco 16010-159).
Laminin (Sigma L2020) and Poli-D-Lysin (Sigma P6407)
were then applied to the surface of the MEA to render the
surface cellphilic and to promote neurites outgrowth. Every
coater deposition was carried out at room temperature into
laminar hood. The chips with Laminin were incubated three
hours into incubator and then it was gently removed. The
Poly-D-lysin was left overnight. Once the second coater was
removed, the chip was ready to host cells.
2.3. Recording System. The activity was recorded by the
MEA120-2-System from Multichannel Systems (MCS
GmbH, Ruetlingen, Germany, http://www.multichannelsystems.com). In particular, the MEA was fed into the MEA
Amplifier (Gain 1000x) and data were recorded by the
MC Rack software at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. A bandpass
digital filter (60 Hz–4000 Hz) was also applied. Figure 1
shows an example of the neuronal network coupled to the
MEA chip and the typical recorded electrophysiological
signal. The system also included a temperature controller
(TC02, MCS GmbH) that allowed heating the MEA chips
and thus the medium from the bottom.
2.4. Signal Processing
2.4.1. Characterization of the Spontaneous Electrophysiology.
Spikes were extracted when the raw signals overcame a
threshold set at −6.5 times the standard deviation of the
mean square root noise. The raw signal was then translated
into time series of discrete events, that is, the Spike Train:

ST(t) =

N


δ(t − ts ).

(1)

s=1

The recorded spike trains were processed to extract descriptors of the spontaneous electrophysiology at both spike and
burst levels. In particular we extracted the Mean Firing
Rate (MFR) and Mean Burst Rate (MBR), and we also
studied the number of spikes per burst (i.e., Burst Amplitude
(BA)), Burst Duration (BD) and Interburst Interval (IBI).
Bursts were extracted from spike trains according to already
presented methods [30]. Briefly, a burst is a dense sequence
of spikes, and we applied the following burst detection
parameters: a burst is composed of 5 spikes at least, the
interspike interval between two successive spikes belonging
to the same burst is 100 milliseconds at most, and two serial
bursts are separated by 100 milliseconds of non bursting
activity.
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The correlation coeﬃcients range from −1 to 1, where
values close to 1 suggest that there is a positive linear
relationship between the data columns, and values close to
−1 suggest that one column of data has a negative linear
relationship to another column of data (anticorrelation).
Values close or equal to 0 suggest that there is no linear
relationship between the data columns.
The significance of each correlation was evaluated by the
t-test.
Cross correlation is a generalization of the correlation
coeﬃcient and it is a standard method for estimating the
degree to which two series are correlated when we shift them
one in respect to the others [31].
Consider two series xi and yi where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The
cross correlation R at delay d is defined as


R x, y, d = 

Spike
20 μV
100 ms

Burst

Figure 1: An in vitro neuronal network coupled to a multielectrode
array chip and the typical recordable electrophysiological activity.
The NN is randomly self-reassembled from cryo preserved cortical
neurons of mouse. The microelectrode is 30 μm in diameter and the
interelectrode distance is 200 μm. After few days of in vitro culture
it is possible to record both spikes and packages of spike (bursts).

It is then possible to describe the Burst Train BT(t) such
as
BT(t) =

M 




BAb Π

b=1

t − tb − τb /2
τb



,

(2)

where M is the number of bursts within the train, tb denotes
the starting time of the bth burst, Π(t/τ) is the rectangular
function denoting the occurrence of a burst at time t = tb
and lasting τ, and BAb is the number of spike per burst (i.e.,
Burst Amplitude):
1
BAb =
τb



N

τb s=1

δ(t − ts )dt =

Nτb
,
τb

(3)

where τb is the burst duration, and Nτb is the number of the
spikes belonging to that burst.
2.4.2. Linear Correlation Assessment. To check if the spikes
time series or the originally raw signals were linearly
correlated, we used the correlation matrix and the Cross
Correlation Function (CCF). The correlation coeﬃcient
matrix represents the normalized measure of the strength
of linear relationship between variables. The correlation
coeﬃcient R of two variables x and y is given by




R x, y = 



COV x, y



 ,

VAR(x)VAR y

where COV(x, y) is the covariance matrix.



(4)

i




(xi − x) yi−d − y

i (xi

− x)

2



i



yi − y

2 .

(5)

If the above is computed for all delays d = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n −
1, then it results in a cross correlation series of twice the
length as the original series. For d = 0 it becomes the linear
correlation coeﬃcient R(x, y).
2.4.3. Recurrence Plot Analysis. A recurrence plot (RP) is a
two-dimensional graph which reveals all the moments at
which the state space of the dynamical system recurs, that
is, visits the same region in state space. Recurrence Plots
(RPs) were introduced by Eckmann et al. [25] to provide
insight into periodic structures and clustering properties that
were not apparent in the original time series. In particular
the RP is based on the computation of the distance matrix
between the reconstructed points in the phase space, that is,
si = {s(t), s(t − τ), s(t − 2τ), . . . , s(t + (dE − 1)τ },
di j = si − s j ,

(6)

where τ and dE are the reconstruction parameters, that is,
the time delay (the lag between data when reconstructing the
phase space) and the embedding dimension (the dimension
of the space required to unfold the dynamics).
The result is the array of distances that forms an N × N
square matrix, D, where N is the number of points under
study. Any distance between any couple of points i, j can
be represented by a pixel where the pixel coordinates are
(i, j). Eckmann et al. [25] showed that if we darken the pixels
which correspond to distances lower than a predetermined
cutoﬀ threshold, that is, a ball of radius ε centred at si ,
and if we require εi = ε j , then the plot is symmetric and
presents a darkened main diagonal. The darkened diagonal
corresponds to the identity line and the darkened points
individuate the recurrences of the dynamical systems.
The RP method was then made more quantitative by
Zbilut and Webber [24] who defined several measures of
complexity to quantify the small scale structures in RP.
These measures are based on the recurrence point density
and the diagonal and vertical line structures of the RP (i.e.,
recurrence quantification analysis RQA).
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A computation of these measures in small windows
(submatrices) of the RP moving along the main diagonal
yields the time dependent behaviour of these variables [32].
Studies based on RQA measures show that they are able to
identify bifurcation points, especially chaos-order [33] and
chaos-to-chaos transitions [34].
In order to quantify complexity of RPs, Zbilut and
Webber [24] and Marwan et al. [35] proposed the following
parameters.

(iii) Measures Based on Vertical Lines. We can find vertical
lines in presence of laminar states in intermittence regimes.
Let the total number of vertical lines of length v in RP be
given by the histogram P(v), then the ratio between the
recurrence points forming the vertical structures and the
entire set of recurrence points can be computed:

(i) Measures Based on Recurrence Density. The percentage
of recurrence, RR, is the percentage of darkened pixels in
recurrence plot:

This is the percentage of laminarity. The LAM is computed
for those vertical lines of length v that exceed a minimal
length vmin . LAM represents the occurrence of laminar
states in the system without describing the length of these
laminar phases. LAM decreases if RP consists of more single
recurrence points than vertical structures.
The average length of vertical structures is given by

1 
Ri, j (ε),
N 2 i, j =1
N

RR(ε) =

(7)

LAM =

where Ri, j (ε) is one if the state of the system at time i and the
one at time j have a distance lower than ε and zero otherwise.
RR is a measure of the density of recurrence points in an RP.
(ii) Measures Based on Diagonal Lines. Let P(l) be the histogram of diagonal lines of length l. The ratio of recurrence
points that form diagonal structures, longer than lmin , is
called the percentage of determinism (DET):
DET =

N
l=lmin lP(l)
.
N
l=1 lP(l)

(8)

The percentage of determinism (DET) depends on the value
of lmin . If lmin = 1, then DET = 100. If lmin is too big, the
histogram P(l) is likely to be sparse and, thus, the reliability
of DET decreases.
A further RQA measure considers the length Lmax of the
longest diagonal line found in the RP, or its reciprocal, that
is, the divergence (Divergence = 1/Lmax ).
Lmax and Divergence are related to the exponential
divergence of the phase space trajectory. The faster the
trajectory segments diverge, the shorter the diagonal lines
are, and the higher the divergence is.
The entropy (ENTR) calculates the Shannon information
entropy of the probability, p(l), to find a diagonal line of
length l in the RP. This probability is given by p(l) = P(l)/Nl :
ENTR = −

N


p(l) ln p(l)

(9)

l=lmin

ENTR tries to capture the complexity of the diagonal lines in
the RP. Uncorrelated noise will produce small ENTR values,
indicating its low complexity.
TREND measures the paling recurrence points away
from the central diagonal. It is a linear regression coeﬃcient
over recurrence point density of the diagonals parallel
to the main diagonal as a function of the time distance
between these diagonals and the main diagonal. It provides
information about nonstationarity in the process. TREND is
highly correlated to the size of the window [35].

TT =

N
v=vmin vP(v)
.
N
v=1 vP(v)

N
v=vmin vP(v)
,
N
v=vmin P(v)

(10)

(11)

which is called trapping time (TT). TT estimates the mean
time that the system will be trapped at a specific state.
According to Marwan et al. [34], measures based on
vertical lines are able to find chaos-chaos transitions, because
these measures are close to zero in periodic dynamics; that is,
the RP has only diagonal lines.

3. Results
The experimental results reported here were obtained from
a culture continually monitored for 6 weeks. Spontaneous
activity monitoring started at 2 DIV (day in vitro) and
continued up to DIV 42. The chip was monitored for at
least 30 minutes at least three times per week. Results refer
to ten minutes of spontaneous activity starting from five
minutes after the start of the electrophysiological recording.
We waited five minutes for a more stable electrophysiological
behavior.
Random spiking activity was evident even at a very early
stage of network development; however only a low amount
of channels were active and the spike frequency was very low
(Figure 2) and unsynchronized.
After one week in culture (DIV 10) the number of
active channels was higher and it was possible to record
both local spiking and bursting. Until the third week,
bursts were generated at low frequency (Figure 3) and low
amplitude (i.e., the number of spikes belonging to the
same burst) (see Table 1). Burst Duration is the parameter
that showed less variation during time (see Table 1). If
we consider the bursts at network level and consider a
weighted burst duration taking into account the number of
active bursting channels (mean burst duration ∗ number of
busting channels), then the network was seen to be most
active during the third week (Figure 3).
The mean interburst interval was variable if considered
at single channel level, while the weighted interburst interval
(interburst interval/number of active bursting channels)
showed the lowest values during the third week in vitro

MBR
[burst/min]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Mean Burst
Number
[burst]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Burst
Amplitude
[spike]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Burst
Duration
[ms]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Weighted
Burst
Duration
[ms]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Mean Inter
Burst Interval
[ms]
mean
std
errstd
cv
Weighted IBI
[ms]
mean
std
errstd
cv

13

0.0145
0.0117
0.0083
0.8094

13

9.50
7.78
5.50
0.82

13

14.508
2.487
1.758
0.171

13

222.367
6.741
4.767
0.030

13

3335.5
101.1163
71.5
3335.5

13

12622.38
17850.74
12622.38
1.41

13

841.4921
1190.05
841.4921
841.4921

DIV 10

0.0100
0.0097
0.0069
0.9751

DIV 10

6.50
6.36
4.50
0.98

DIV 10

12.341
2.603
1.841
0.211

DIV 10

172.123
55.611
39.323
0.323

DIV 10

344.2455
111.2215
78.64545
344.2455

DIV 10

7737.76
10942.84
7737.76
1.41

DIV 10

3868.88
5471.422
3868.88
3868.88

1459.052
1273.17
636.5849
1459.052

14

7295.26
6365.85
3182.92
0.87

14

862.9438
293.9954
146.9977
862.9438

14

172.589
58.799
29.400
0.341

14

15.444
4.258
2.129
0.276

14

6.75
2.75
1.38
0.41

14

0.0103
0.0042
0.0021
0.4047

14

1773.359
1535.776
886.6809
1773.359

15

8866.79
7678.88
4433.40
0.87

15

747.1667
145.1942
83.82789
747.1667

15

149.433
29.039
16.766
0.194

15

17.178
4.903
2.831
0.285

15

4.33
1.15
0.67
0.27

15

0.0066
0.0017
0.0010
0.2554

15

3210.387
2384.691
1376.802
3210.387

16

22472.71
16692.84
9637.62
0.74

16

987.4975
267.9214
154.6845
987.4975

16

141.071
38.274
22.098
0.271

16

16.520
2.379
1.374
0.144

16

8.00
2.65
1.53
0.33

16

0.0122
0.0040
0.0023
0.3266

16

2301.029
2393.723
1382.017
2301.029

17

13806.17
14362.34
8292.10
1.04

17

802.1718
181.9895
105.0717
802.1718

17

133.695
30.332
17.512
0.227

17

15.624
2.530
1.460
0.162

17

7.33
5.13
2.96
0.70

17

0.0112
0.0078
0.0045
0.6953

17

3816.1248
2270.0611
802.58782
3816.1248

20

30529.00
18160.49
6420.70
0.59

20

833.1023
320.7046
113.3862
833.1023

20

104.138
40.088
14.173
0.385

20

19.990
7.710
2.726
0.386

20

7.63
4.07
1.44
0.53

20

0.0115
0.0061
0.0022
0.5315

20

Table 1

991.9288
472.2748
166.9744
991.9288

21

19838.58
9445.50
3339.49
0.48

21

2895.61
637.1416
225.2636
2895.61

21

144.781
31.857
11.263
0.220

21

24.541
8.143
2.879
0.332

21

24.38
13.05
4.61
0.54

21

0.0369
0.0197
0.0070
0.5335

21

152.3263
146.3917
48.79723
152.3263

22

6854.69
6587.63
2195.88
0.96

22

4947.242
1161.467
387.1557
4947.242

22

109.939
25.810
8.603
0.235

22

20.501
5.906
1.969
0.288

22

78.11
62.43
20.81
0.80

22

0.1184
0.0946
0.0315
0.7988

22

232.1296
196.2619
65.42064
232.1296

23

11606.48
9813.10
3271.03
0.85

23

5868.258
1260.242
420.0806
5868.258

23

117.365
25.205
8.402
0.215

23

22.719
7.670
2.557
0.338

23

83.78
57.83
19.28
0.69

23

0.1269
0.0876
0.0292
0.6904

23

118.0806
64.34534
22.74951
118.0806

28

7557.16
4118.10
1455.97
0.54

28

8525.282
1409.888
498.4709
8525.282

28

133.208
22.030
7.789
0.165

28

25.051
7.536
2.664
0.301

28

71.50
37.54
13.27
0.53

28

0.1083
0.0568
0.0201
0.5247

28

1030.81
408.8884
144.5639
1030.81

29

22677.82
8995.54
3180.41
0.40

29

4149.423
936.9954
331.2779
4149.423

29

188.610
42.591
15.058
0.226

29

29.409
10.497
3.711
0.357

29

37.88
24.11
8.52
0.64

29

0.0574
0.0366
0.0129
0.6375

29

1011.898
518.1445
183.1918
1011.898

30

21249.86
10881.04
3847.03
0.51

30

3536.049
848.3061
299.9215
3536.049

30

168.383
40.396
14.282
0.240

30

28.492
9.343
3.303
0.328

30

23.63
14.07
4.97
0.60

30

0.0358
0.0213
0.0075
0.5959

30

1408.621
1212.373
428.6386
1408.621

42

8451.73
7274.24
2571.83
0.86

42

930.2023
179.4547
63.44683
930.2023

42

155.034
29.909
10.574
0.193

42

22.730
6.042
2.136
0.266

42

8.25
3.65
1.29
0.44

42

0.0126
0.0055
0.0019
0.4373

42
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Firing channels

Mean firing rate

Channel (#)

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

15
10
5
0
2

3 10 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 42
Time (DIV)
Brusting channels versus firing channels

1
0.8
10 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 42
Time (DIV)

(%)

MFR ± SEM (spikes/s)

20

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
2

(a)

3 10 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 42
Time (DIV)
(b)

Figure 2: The mean firing rate (MFR) reports the average spike number during the investigation period (i.e., 10 minutes) and it is an
indicator of the spontaneous neuronal activity. Random spiking activity can be recorded at a very early stage of the network development,
that is, DIV 2 or 3. The network is still immature and spiking is slow, sporadic, and sparse (i.e., active channels are likely to be far and
unsynchronized). After one week of in vitro culture (e.g., DIV10) it is possible to record more frequent activity. The network reaches its
maturity at the third week in vitro when activity reaches its peak, and the maximum number of active channels is recorded (top right), and
then it starts decreasing. Burst behavior appears during the second week of culture (bottom right). We monitored the network behavior up
to DIV 42.

(Figure 3) and confirmed that the rate of burst events was
higher in this period.
Before performing RQA it is necessary to determine
the time delay and the embedding dimension that define
the reconstructed state space and diﬀerent methods have
been developed for this purpose (the interested reader is
referred to the books of Abarbanel [36] and Kantz and
Shreiber [37]). In this work we used the first minimum of
the average mutual information (AMI) to calculate the time
delay [38] and the False Nearest Neighbours (FNNs) [39] to
compute the embedding dimension. Since we were interested
in comparing all recorded time series at diﬀerent periods
(DIV), we used average values and obtained τ = 2 and dE
= 5.
Another important parameter for the recurrence quantification analysis is the cutoﬀ radius ε. If ε is too small,
almost no recurrence points exist; conversely if ε is too large,
almost every point is close to every other point. Hence, a
compromise for the ε value has to be found. Some “rules of
thumb” can be applied [35].
(1) ε should not exceed 10% of the mean or the
maximum phase space diameter [40].
(2) ε should be such that the recurrence point density in
RP is approximately 1% [41].
(3) To avoid problems related to noise, ε has to be chosen
such that it is five time larger than the standard
deviation of the observational noise, that is, ε > 5σ
[42].

We applied the second rule to the first set of time series with
enough points (at DIV 10) and we kept the same values for
the subsequent recording periods. Even though in that case
the rule is not true any longer, obviously it is necessary to
use the same parameters for allowing the intercomparison
between the spike interval time series.
An example of Recurrence Plot is presented in Figure 4
where both the x- and y-axis report the interspike interval
(isi) after reconstruction; that is, each point is {τ, isi-τ, isi-2 ∗
τ, isi-3 ∗ τ, isi-4 ∗ τ } because the spike trains embedded
dimension and delay are 5 and 2, respectively, and dark
points correspond to those for which the Euclidean distance
is lower than the cutoﬀ ratio (i.e., ε = 1300).
Only channels with suﬃcient activity (at least a spiking rate of 0.33 spikes/s) were considered for recurrence
quantification analysis (Figure 5). The evolution of RQA
parameters over the entire experiment was possible only on
four channels (namely, 35, 58 67, and 74; channel name
is in accordance with MCS MEA chip layout) that were
highly active since the early days of the experiment. Linear
correlation analysis of the spike interval time series showed
that these four channels were low correlated. The maximum
R value, found at DIV 42, was 0.26 (P <.0005) between
channels 58 and 67. The shifting of the spike interval time
series, using the cross correlation function, did not improve
the maximum correlation between these channels.
To investigate whether there was high correlation
between channels for which we did not have enough data
to carry out recurrence quantitative analysis, the raw signals
(one minute, i.e., 60000 points, five minutes after the start
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Figure 3: Mean Burst Rate, mean Burst Duration (weighed value), mean Interburst Interval, and the weighted mean Interburst Interval.
Bursting behavior starts being recordable after the second week in vitro. Until the third week, bursts are generated at low frequency and
low amplitude (i.e., the number of spikes belonging to the same burst). The mean burst duration shows less variation during network
development. The weighted burst duration shows that the network is most active during the third week. The mean interburst interval (at
channel level) is variable, while the weighted interburst interval (interburst interval/number of active bursting channels) shows the lowest
values during the third week and confirms that the rate of burst event is higher in this period.

0

of the recording) for all channels at DIV 9 and DIV 14 were
analyzed. The maximum correlation coeﬃcient between the
60 recorded channels at DIV 9 was 0.0786 between channels
46 and 57, whereas for DIV 14 was 0.26 between channels
76 and 77. In general, there was a slight increase in the
average correlation coeﬃcient between both days. However
the values were quite low. Also in this case shifting the
time series using CCF did not improve the correlation
results.
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4. Discussion
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Figure 4: Recurrence plot of the interspike interval time series
channel 35, DIV 15. Reconstruction parameters: τ = 2 and dE =
5, ε = 1300 (using Euclidean absolute distance). Both x- and yaxis report the interspike interval (isi) after reconstruction and dark
points correspond to those for which the Euclidean distance is lower
than the cutoﬀ ratio.

In vitro neuronal networks of cortical cells grown on
Multielectrode Array (MEA) chips are becoming a widely
used means to investigate basic neuronal properties (neural
coding) [4–8], higher properties (learning and plasticity)
[2, 9], and electrophysiological response to pharmacological
manipulation [13, 17, 18].
During development, neuronal networks change in morphology and express diﬀerent activity patterns [7, 20, 30]:
activity that ranges from sporadic spiking (when the network
presents immature types of synapses and a very low synaptic
density) [43, 44] to complex synchronous activity packages
(when neurons start exploiting “far” connections and the
network manifests its collective behavior, i.e., network burst)
[4, 7, 30, 45, 46].
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Figure 5: Percentage of recurrence (RR), determinism (DET), Lmax , entropy (ENTR), and laminarity (LAM), and Trapping time (TT) for
the channels no. 35 (∗), 58 (o), 67 (), and 74 (Δ).

While spike trains can be accurately extracted from MEA
recordings, for example, [21, 22], identification, description,
and prediction of changes in electrophysiological dynamic
are less accessible by means of standard processing techniques for neuronal electrophysiology. The introduction of
Recurrence Plot [25] and Recurrence Quantification Analysis
[24] has made available innovative tools for investigating
in complex dynamic of nonstationary systems. As far as
we know, this paper is the first attempt to investigate
the changes in the spontaneous electrophysiological activity
of a growing neuronal network of mouse cortical cells
coupled to a multielectrode array chip in terms of Recurrent
Quantification Analysis.
The structures of the RPs obtained point out at the
occurrence of several regime shifts and transitions in which
the system stays during a certain period in a certain state
(dark zones) and after moves to another state [43]. This
behavior occurs several times for each channel during the

analyzed period at each DIV. Concerning the evolution of the
MEA chip during the experiment, it is possible to observe
that the percentage of recurrence (RR) follows the same
trend in all channels: it sharply increases after DIV 20, and it
reaches a plateau period between DIV 20 and DIV 30, when it
starts decreasing. DET and LAM reveal a transition from less
to more laminar states in channel 67 that occurs around DIV
15 and with a lower amplitude and slightly delayed at channel
58. This is an example of a transition between two states
as it is shown by Marwan et al. [35] using the logistic map
and DET and LAM to detect periodic-chaos/chaos-periodic
transitions. The absence of correlation in stochastic processes
produces RPs with none or very short diagonals which are
the signature of a predetermined trajectory in phase space.
Although DET does not really reflect the determinism of the
system, an increase in DET can be related to an increase
in close trajectories at diﬀerent times. This is confirmed by
the parallel increase in Lmax which can be interpreted as an
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increase in the mean prediction time or its inverse as the
maximal positive Lyapunov exponent (assuming a chaotic
system which is not the case here) as well as by the increase
in the entropy (ENTR) which reflects the complexity of the
diagonal lines in the RP. In addition to the detection of
changes by LAM, the trapping time (TT) specifies the time
in which a system is trapped in a specific state which also
increases after DIV 20.
In addition, in order to verify that our model was
consistent with what had already been reported in literature,
we processed the recorded electrophysiology to describe the
network dynamic in terms of spikes and bursts.
Our recording confirmed that the behavior of the
network changed in the third week in vitro: bursting activity
becomes more dominant, synchronized over all the active
channels, and frequent (Figure 3) and changes do not answer
to chaotic laws (Figure 5).
Besides pointing to the same results than we observed
with more traditional approaches, RQA parameters provide
further details about neuronal electrophysiological dynamics
with a particular focus on the periodic structures and
clustering properties that are diﬃcult to determine in the
original time series: the evolution of spontaneous neuronal
electrophysiology is less nonstationary than one could
expect. In other words it will be possible to design in silico
models that consider and mimic those states and transitions
and experimental design can benefit from models where it is
possible to better predict the electrophysiological activity.
We believe that the application of RQA to in vitro
electrophysiology is a very promising tool to improve the
quality of the results as well as a read-out itself. In particular,
the technique could be used to allow the intercomparison
between results obtained from diﬀerent MEA chips, providing a tool for toxicity testing standardization.
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